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ABSTRACT: Caged organic fluorophores are established tools for local-
ization-based super-resolution imaging. Their use relies on reversible
deactivation of standard organic fluorophores by chemical reduction or
commercially available caged dyes with ON switching of the fluorescent signal
by ultraviolet (UV) light. Here, we establish caging of cyanine fluorophores
and caged rhodamine dyes, i.e., chemical deactivation of fluorescence, for
single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) experiments
with freely diffusing molecules. They allow temporal separation and sorting of
multiple intramolecular donor−acceptor pairs during solution-based
smFRET. We use this “caged FRET” methodology for the study of complex biochemical species such as multisubunit proteins
or nucleic acids containing more than two fluorescent labels. Proof-of-principle experiments and a characterization of the
uncaging process in the confocal volume are presented. These reveal that chemical caging and UV reactivation allow temporal
uncoupling of convoluted fluorescence signals from, e.g., multiple spectrally similar donor or acceptor molecules on nucleic acids.
We also use caging without UV reactivation to remove unwanted overlabeled species in experiments with the homotrimeric
membrane transporter BetP. We finally outline further possible applications of the caged FRET methodology, such as the study
of weak biochemical interactions, which are otherwise impossible with diffusion-based smFRET techniques because of the
required low concentrations of fluorescently labeled biomolecules.

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) has become a
complementary tool in structural biology.1−7 FRET can act

as a molecular ruler based on a nonradiative energy transfer
between two fluorescent probes, a donor and an acceptor, with
distinct spectral properties. When designed properly, i.e., the
orientation of fluorophore dipole moments does not govern
energy transfer,1 the FRET efficiency depends only on the
distance between both fluorophores. In that situation, a direct
link between FRET efficiency and biochemical structure can be
made by strategic labeling with fluorescent probes.1 In an
intramolecular assay, FRET is then indicative of conformational
states or ligand-induced structural changes.8 It can also visualize
mobile parts of proteins that do not crystallize,9,10 but most
importantly, it provides access to structural dynamics.1,2,11−13

For the latter, FRET is combined with single-molecule
detection to allow the observation of unsynchronized reactions.
Single-molecule FRET (smFRET) has become the tool of
choice for investigating structural dynamics with a spatial
resolution of nanometers (dynamic range of 2−10 nm) and a
subsecond time resolution.14 Alternative strategies, which are
also compatible with single-molecule detection, provide
different dynamic ranges and exploit other photophysical
effects [photoinduced electron transfer (PET)15 or protein-
induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE)16] or molecular
properties such as diffusion that can be determined

simultaneously with FRET to obtain multidimensional
synergetic assays.17,18

The design of a molecular ruler, which monitors conforma-
tional states, requires a structure-guided identification of
fluorophore labeling sites.11 These labeling sites are chosen
such that changes in biochemical state result in a measurable
photophysical signal, i.e., for the FRET ruler in a change of
transfer efficiency E. Second, the structure of interest is
modified to allow incorporation of the labels at the desired
locations. This typically happens via site-directed mutagenesis
of single amino acids in proteins to cysteines (alternatively
“clickable” amino acids19,20) or the use of modified nucleic
acids that allow labeling with reactive synthetic organic
fluorophores.21−24 Because labeling might interfere with
biochemical function, assays are needed that directly compare
the protein activity and its degree of labeling as control
experiments toward a relevant biophysical study. Ultimately, the
quality of the final FRET data is related to not only the
functionality of the protein but also the degree of labeling and
the percentage of molecules containing both the donor and the
acceptor dye, because only those provide FRET information.
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Especially for smFRET studies, these two requirements, i.e.,
high labeling efficiency and retained biochemical functionality,
are challenging hurdles. Unfortunately, no established quality
criteria exist. Optimized labeling protocols25 and using a bias-
free diffusion-based method can prevent “cherry picking” when
individual immobilized molecules are being studied at later
stages.
It becomes clear that labeling is a crucial step in biophysical

smFRET studies and is inherently complex when oligomeric or
multisubunit proteins are studied. In this paper, we exploit
reductive caging of cyanine fluorophores and photoactivatable
rhodamine fluorophores for smFRET studies of exactly such
complex biochemical systems. We present proof-of-principle
experiments and a characterization of the photochemical
uncaging process of dye-labeled oligonucleotides and proteins
during their transit through a confocal excitation volume. Using
a method dubbed “caged FRET”, we show that chemical caging
and ultraviolet (UV) reactivation allows temporal uncoupling of
convoluted fluorescence signals from, e.g., multiple donor or
acceptor molecules. We use fluorescently labeled oligonucleo-
tides, i.e., ruler structures, and the trimeric membrane
transporter BetP as examples, demonstrating how caged
FRET removes unwanted molecular species with more than
two identical labels and hence allows proper interpretation of
solution-based smFRET data. We finally outline further
potential applications of the “caged FRET” methodology for
studying weak biochemical interactions that are yet impossible
to study with diffusion-based smFRET because of requirements
for low concentrations of fluorescently labeled molecules.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of Labeled Oligonucleotides and Re-
agents. Unless otherwise stated, reagents of luminescent grade
were used as received. Chemical compounds such as 6-hydroxy-
2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox), dithio-
threitol (DTT), bovine serum albumin (BSA), methylviologen
(MV), and tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Fluorescently labeled 45 bp
oligonucleotides were used as received (IBA). Labels comprise
tetramethylrhodamine (TMR, IBA), Cy5 (GE Healthcare),
ATTO647N (Atto-Tec), and Cage552 (Abberior). DNA single
strands were annealed17 and stored in 10 mM Tris-HCl-
containing buffer at suitable salt concentrations. Four different

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) scaffolds were used (Figure
1). For experiments that examined a reduced level of caging by
TCEP, three DNA scaffolds (ds1−3) are used carrying the
donor TMR at position 17 of the top strand. The acceptor
(Cy5) was attached at position 8 (ds1), at position 33 (ds2),
and at both positions of the bottom strand (ds3). The last
DNA scaffold (cds4) is labeled with two donor fluorophores
(Cage552) at the 5′ end and position 27 on the top strand. The
corresponding acceptor is positioned on the bottom strand at
position 18.

Bacterial Strains, Plasmids, and Growth Conditions.
The pASK-IBA5betP vector was used for heterologous
expression of Strep-BetP and transformed into competent
DH5α-T1 cells (Invitrogen). Cells were grown at 37 °C in
Luria-Bertani medium supplemented with carbenicillin (50 μg/
mL). Induction was initiated with anhydrotetracycline (200 μg/
L), and cells were harvested after they had reached the
stationary phase. Membranes were isolated and solubilized
using N-dodecyl β-dodecyl-maltoside (DDM), and after
ultracentrifugation, the supernatant was supplemented with 1
mM DTT and loaded onto a StrepTactin column (IBA
GmbH), which was washed with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5),
200 mM NaCl, 8.6% glycerol, and 0.1% DDM. The protein was
eluted with the same buffer containing 5 mM desthiobiotin and
loaded into an equilibrated size exclusion column (Superose 6
10/300 GL) for further evaluation.

Transport Measurements of BetP-Cysteine Mutants in
Cells. The uptake of the 14C-labeled substrate by Escherichia
coli cells was performed as described in ref 58. E. coli MKH13
cells expressing the strep-BetP mutant were cultivated at 37 °C
in LB medium containing carbenicillin (50 μg/mL) and
induced at an OD600 of 0.5 by adding anhydrotetracycline
(200 μg/L) to the growth medium. After growing for an
additional 2 h, the cells were harvested and washed with a
buffer containing 25 mM KPi (pH 7.5) and 100 mM NaCl and
then resuspended in the same buffer containing 20 mM
glucose. For uptake measurements of radiolabeled substrates,
the external osmolality was adjusted with KCl. Cells were
incubated for 3 min at 37 °C before the addition of 250 μM
14C-labeled substrate for osmotic regulation profiles. Uptake
was measured at various time intervals after the cell samples
were passed through glass fiber filters and washed twice with

Figure 1. DNA oligonucleotide sequences and fluorophore labeling positions.
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2.5 mL of 0.6 M KPi buffer. The radioactivity retained on the
filters was quantified by liquid scintillation counting.
Labeling of BetP Derivatives with Thiol-Specific

Reagents. BetP cysteine-containing derivatives were obtained
as described previously30,59 and stored at −20 °C in 500 μL
aliquots (1−6 mg/mL) in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 200 mM
NaCl, 8.6% glycerol, and 0.1% DDM. Stochastic labeling with
maleimide derivatives of donor and acceptor fluorophores was
performed on ∼5 nmol of protein. Proteins were labeled with
Alexa 555-maleimide (donor) and Alexa647-maleimide (accept-
or) in a protein:donor:acceptor ratio of 1:4:3. Briefly, purified
proteins were diluted and treated with 10 mM DTT for 60 min
in a deoxygenated buffer that consisted of 50 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl, 8.6% glycerol, and 0.1% DDM (buffer
A), to fully reduce oxidized cysteines. The protein mix was
further diluted to a DTT concentration of 1 mM and loaded
into an equilibrated desalting column (ZEBA, 2 mL) with a 7
kDa molecular weight cut-off to remove the DTT from the
protein solution. The protein was washed with deoxygenated
buffer that consisted of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM
NaCl, and 0.1% DDM (buffer B). Simultaneously, the applied
fluorophore stocks (50 nmol dissolved in 5 μL of anhydrous
dimethyl sulfoxide) were added to appropriate amounts of
buffer B, immediately applied to the protein solution, and
incubated for 3 h at 4 °C (under mild agitation). After labeling,
unreacted dyes was removed when the samples were
sequentially washed with buffer B and a ZEBA desalting
column. The protein was eluted in 500 μL of buffer B and
analyzed with a size exclusion column (Superose 6 10/300 GL)
equilibrated with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7) and 200 mM NaCl
with 0.1% DDM.
Steady-State Fluorescence Anisotropy. Free fluoro-

phore rotation and hence the correlation between FRET
efficiency and distance were validated by steady-state
anisotropy measurements of BetP with Alexa dyes showing R
values of ≤0.22 (Table 1). The values for the dyes on protein

were even lower than those found on established double-
stranded ruler DNAs with a known donor−acceptor separation
of 13 bp, where we established before that FRET indeed serves
as a molecular ruler.17 We used a published theory60 to estimate
the relative error associated with distance determination in both
dsDNA and BetP when erroneously assuming a fixed dye
orientation (κ ∼ 2/3). Haas and co-workers provide this error as
ratio r/r′ of true distance r to apparent distance r′; this ratio
(=uncertainty) is moderate for anisotropies R < 0.3 of both
dyes.60 We found r/r′ < 20% for dsDNA and BetP variants. The
experimental procedure for determining anisotropy values R
can be summarized as follows. Fluorescence spectra were
derived on a standard scanning spectrofluorometer (Jasco FP-
8300, 20 nm excitation and emission bandwidth, 8 s integration
time) and calculated at the emission maxima of the
fluorophores (for donor, λex = 535 nm and λem = 580 nm;
for acceptor, λex = 635 nm and λem = 660 nm), according to the

relationship R = (IVV − GIVH)/(IVV + 2GIVH), where IVV and
IVH describe the emission components relative to the vertical
(V) or horizontal (H) orientation of the excitation and
emission polarizers, respectively. The sensitivity of the
spectrometer to different polarizations was corrected using
horizontal excitation to obtain G = IHV/IHH. Typical G values
for donor and acceptor dyes were 0.47 and 0.49, respectively.
We used 50 mM Tris-HCl, 200 mM NaCl, and 0.1% DDM
(pH 7.5) as a buffer and analyzed the anisotropy of the labeled
protein and DNA samples in a concentration range of 50−2000
nM. The determined anisotropy values are summarized in
Table 1.

Sample Preparation for Single-Molecule Experiments.
ALEX experiments were performed at room temperature with a
25−50 pM solution of protein and DNA samples. For the DNA
sample, we used imaging buffer phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) at pH 9.0, containing 2 mM Trolox and 2 mM MV with
varying concentrations of TCEP; the pH value of the respective
buffer was adjusted after addition of TCEP. Protein samples
were also analyzed at 25−50 pM in an imaging buffer
containing 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM Trolox, 2 mM
MV, 0.1% DDM, and varying concentrations of TCEP; the pH
value was either 7.4 or 9 (see the text for details). In typical
single-molecule experiments, sample solutions were transferred
to coverslips that were previously incubated with 1 mg/mL
BSA for 5 min for surface passivation.

Single-Molecule FRET and ALEX Spectroscopy. We
used a custom-built confocal microscope for μs-ALEX, which
we described in detail previously.17,61 In brief, the setup was
extended by a single-line 375 nm UV laser (Coherent, Obis)
that was employed at power densities of ≤500 kW/cm2 at the
confocal volume. A 60× oil-immersion objective with NA =
1.35 (Olympus, UPLSAPO 60XO) or a water-immersion
objective with NA = 1.2 was used to generate a diffraction-
limited excitation spot. The excitation intensity was typically set
to 30−60 μW at 532 nm and 15−25 μW at 640 nm with an
alternation period of 50 μs. Fluorescence emission was
collected in epi-fluorescence mode, spatially filtered by a 50
μm pinhole, matching bandpass filters, and registered by two
avalanche photodiode detectors (τ-Spad, Picoquant).
In this mode, three photon streams were extracted from the

data corresponding to donor-based donor emission DD, donor-
based acceptor emission DA, and acceptor-based acceptor
emission AA. S and apparent FRET efficiencies E* were
calculated for each fluorescent burst during their diffusion time
trough confocal spot above a certain threshold, yielding a two-
dimensional (2D) histogram. Uncorrected FRET efficiency E*
is calculated according to the equation E* = DA/[DD + DD].
Stoichiometry S is defined as the ratio between the overall
green fluorescence intensity to the total green and red
fluorescence intensity during the green excitation period and
describes the ratio of donor to acceptor fluorophores in the
sample {S = DA + DD/[DD + DA + AA]}.
Using published procedures to identify fluorescent bursts

corresponding to single molecules, we obtained bursts
characterized by three parameters (M, T, and L).17 A
fluorescent signal is considered a burst provided it meets the
following criteria: a total of L photons having M neighboring
photons within a time interval of T microseconds. For data
shown in Figures 2 and 7, an all-photon burst search with
parameters of M = 15, T = 500 μs, and L = 50 was applied; for
data shown in Figures 4−6, a dual-color burst search using
parameters of M = 15, T = 500 μs, and L = 25 was applied.

Table 1. Anisotropies (R) Derived from Ensemble
Measurements

anisotropy R

compound Alexa555 Alexa647

free dye 0.19 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01
Ds42 (dsDNA/donor-13 bp-acceptor) 0.22 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.03
BetPC252T/S516C 0.19 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.01
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Additional thresholding removed spurious changes in fluo-
rescence intensity and selected for intense single-molecule
bursts (all photons >100/150 photons unless otherwise
mentioned). The detected bursts were binned into a 2D E*/
S histogram in which subpopulations are separated according to
their S values. E* and S distributions were fitted using a
Gaussian function, yielding mean values μi of the distribution
and an associated standard deviations wi. Experimental values
for E* and S were corrected for background (Figures 2 and 7)
and additionally for spectral crosstalk (Figures 4−6) according
to published procedures.17

■ RESULTS

Various methods and approaches that allow specific incorpo-
ration of fluorescent labels into nucleic acids and proteins for in
vitro biophysical studies exist.19,21,26 While synthetic oligonu-
cleotides with labels or reactive groups can be purchased,
proteins are a more challenging target. The most straightfor-
ward approach uses incorporation of cysteines at strategic
positions, which allows stochastic labeling with two distinct
fluorophores, e.g., for a FRET assay. In multimeric proteins or
multisubunit proteins, however, this approach is complicated by
ambiguous interactions of the fluorescent labels. Although site-

Figure 2. Structure and FRET properties of the homotrimeric C252T/S516C BetP mutant. (A) Side and top views of the crystal structure of the
mutant marking the three label positions and related distances. Protein Data Bank entry 4AIN. (B) Normalized uptake rate of Cys-less BetP (wt)
and BetP cysteine mutant C252T/S516C in E. coli cells depending on osmotic stress. The relative rate of uptake of 14C-labeled betaine by E. coli cells
for wild-type protein (green) is comparable to that of the mutant protein (red, C252T/S516C), which exhibits one-third of the total wild-type
activity. (C) Cartoon of different labeling possibilities, including their degeneracy. (D) 2D ALEX histogram of Alexa555/647-labeled BetPS516C

showing the convolution of FRET interactions and difficulties in using these data for structural analysis. (E) Photon count rate of single-molecule
bursts from different subpopulations in the S region between 0.2 and 0.8. (F) Related one-dimensional E* histograms of the different species.
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specific labeling using unnatural amino acids20 allows for
selective tagging of more than two positions in protein
complexes, labeling of multimeric proteins for smFRET studies
remains challenging. Our group has recently started to explore
the structure−function relationship and molecular mechanisms
of active membrane transporters with single-molecule FRET.8

In this study, we describe the first smFRET studies on the
homotrimeric osmoregulated transporter BetP (Figure 2A) that
serves as a good example of complications encountered when
labeling multimeric proteins.
The sodium-coupled betaine symporter BetP from Coryne-

bacterium glutamicum is a well-characterized member of the
betaine−choline−carnitine transporter (BCCT) family.27 Sev-
eral crystal structures show BetP as an asymmetric trimer, in
which each protomer can adopt distinct conformations. These
were assigned as individual transport states in the alternating
access cycle28 that allow uphill substrate transport driven by the
electrochemical Na+ potential, i.e., accumulation of betaine,
which is the exclusive substrate for BetP, to molar amounts in
the cytosol under hyperosmotic conditions.28 Thus, BetP has
two major biochemical functions: sensing of osmotic stress and
regulated transport of betaine. The 45-amino acid α-helical C-
terminal domain of BetP binds cytoplasmic K+, which is a
prerequisite for activation of BetP during hyperosmotic stress.29

The catalytic domain of BetP consists of 12 transmembrane
helices (TMs) and is divided into a transporter core of two
inverted five-helix repeats (TM3−TM12) and the two N-
terminal helices, TM1 and TM2, which contribute to the trimer
contacts. The symmetry between the two repeats (TM3−TM7
and TM8−TM12) is a key to the alternating access mechanism
in BetP. For this study, cysteine mutants of BetP were designed
to establish a dynamic picture of its structure−function
relationship. Mutants were constructed on a cysteine-less
BetP (C252T, TM5) containing an engineered cysteine at
periplasmic position 516 in transmembrane domain 12, TM12
(Figure 2A). This position is part of the periplasmic gate and
undergoes subtle conformational changes in the range of 3 Å
during the isomerization from outward- to inward-facing states.
Thus we expect only small changes in BetP structure that can
be read out with this mutant via FRET. It serves, however, as a
relevant example of the type of problems encountered with

labeling during smFRET studies of multimeric proteins. The
mutant protein was purified and solubilized in a detergent
solution according to published procedures30 as described in
Materials and Methods. It shows slightly reduced uptake
activity but an activation profile and potassium dependence
comparable to those of wild-type BetP31 (Figure 2B).
The top view of the BetP crystal structure (Figure 2A)

reveals the problems of the FRET approach of a multimeric
protein. Because the protein is expressed and purified as a
stable homotrimer, the cysteine residue appears in each subunit.
Stochastic labeling with the donor and acceptor fluorophore
results in a mixture of different subpopulations, comprising
various donor-only, acceptor-only, and donor−acceptor species
with distinct degeneracy (Figure 2C).
We used μs-ALEX (microsecond alternating-laser excita-

tion32), in which fluorescently labeled biomolecules diffuse
through the excitation volume of a confocal microscope, for
smFRET studies of BetP. During its diffusional transit, the
labeled protein produces fluorescent bursts in two distinct
detection channels that are chosen to selectively monitor donor
and acceptor emission. In ALEX, green excitation of the sample
generates fluorescent signals that allow calculation of apparent
FRET E* and Stoichiometry S. While E* is indicative of the
donor−acceptor separation, S distinguishes molecular species
by their relative labeling ratio of green to red fluorophores. A
low S of <0.2 is indicative of acceptor-only labeled protein,
while a high S of >0.8 corresponds to a donor-only species.
Macromolecules containing both dyes are found at S values
between these two boundaries (0.2 > S > 0.8) (see Figure 2D).
A two-dimensional ALEX histogram of BetP reveals five

different subpopulations, which cannot be used for further
structural analysis of BetP without additional information and
refinement of the experimental conditions (Figure 2D; labels
donor Alexa555 and acceptor Alexa647). While donor- and
acceptor-only species can be excluded from the analysis easily
by considering only bursts within the S range of 0.2−0.8, Figure
2C suggests the existence of three possible species that contain
both fluorophores: donor−donor−acceptor, donor−acceptor,
and donor−acceptor−acceptor. To establish a direct link
between S range and molecular composition, we analyzed the
frequency distribution of photon count rates within single-

Figure 3. Caging of fluorescent dyes by reducing agents. (A) Principle. (B) Reductive caging of Cy5 by TCEP to a nonfluorescent from of Cy5 as
described in ref 33. The fluorescent state can be recovered by absorption of UV light and subsequent photochemical uncaging. (C) Absorbance of a
5 μM solution of Cy5-NHS in PBS in the presence of varying concentrations of TCEP. Similar effects of ON/OFF-switching can be achieved using
other reducing agents (e.g., NaBH4)

34 or using synthetic caged fluorophores.37−39
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molecule bursts. For this analysis of green DD and red AA
emission channels, we separated the data set into three regions:
(i) 0.2 > S > 0.4 (low S), (ii) 0.4 > S > 0.55 (intermediate S),
and (iii) 0.55 > S > 0.68 (high S). The analysis shown in Figure
2E clearly reveals that the low-S regime corresponds to a
donor−acceptor−acceptor species, the high-S regime is related
to donor−donor−acceptor molecules, and only intermediate S
values contain donor−acceptor molecules.
To understand which populations contain meaningful

structural information in the form of E* distributions that are
related to the donor−acceptor distances, we compared the E*
histograms in the three regions with that of a double-stranded
dsDNA with a 13 bp fluorophore separation, i.e., a distance
similar to that of S516C label positions. We found that only the
intermediate-S population provides the correct FRET measure
while low-S and high-S populations show unexpected E* values.
In species with more than two fluorophores, the relation of
FRET efficiency and interprobe distance R seems to be lost
because of the ambiguous interaction of, e.g., multiple donor
with multiple acceptor fluorophores or signal loss via homo-
FRET and energy dissipation. A change in the labeling ratio of
donor to acceptor allows the relative abundance of the

populations (data not shown) to shift; it remains, however,
difficult to isolate a single donor−acceptor species.
To solve these problems and to allow smFRET studies of

BetP and other complex protein systems, where subpopulations
can be assigned clearly, we developed a novel experimental
concept that we dub caged FRET. Here, unwanted fluorophore
interactions are prohibited via use of reductive caging of
synthetic organic fluorophores. This approach is so far typically
used in localization-based super-resolution microscopy33,34 and
for FRET studies of surface-immobilized molecules using
stochastic photoswitching.35,36 In caged FRET, a fluorescent
dye is treated with reducing chemicals to disable fluorescence;
the photoactivation and hence recovery of the fluorescent signal
are achieved with UV light (Figure 3A). Cyanine dyes such as
Cy5 are ideal for this because they undergo caging even with
mild reducing agents such as TCEP (Figure 3B). As an example
of the caging process, the concentration-dependent reaction of
Cy5 was monitored via changes in the UV/vis absorption
spectrum of the fluorophore (Figure 3C). The spectra also
reveal that photoactivation (“uncaging”) by UV light is
achieved efficiently for wavelengths of <375 nm. Both the
efficiency of caging and photoactivation heavily depend on
fluorophore structure, redox potential, reducing agent, and the

Figure 4. Caged FRET methodology implemented in μs-ALEX. (A) Confocal ALEX microscope extended by an additional UV laser in continuous-
wave mode. (B) Cartoon view of the excitation volume where diffusing species produce only green signals (top, caged acceptor) and both green and
red signals (bottom, UV-activated acceptor) with the corresponding photon stream shown in panel C for an applied UV power of ∼100 kW/cm2.
(D) 2D ALEX histograms of dsDNA in PBS (pH 9) under different buffer conditions: active acceptor (PBS), caged/inactive acceptor (PBS with 50
mM TCEP), and photoactivated acceptor (PBS with 50 mM TCEP at ∼100 kW of UV power/cm2) illustrating the caged FRET methodology. (E)
Associated frequency histograms of photon count rates in different detection channels: donor-based donor emission (DD), donor-based acceptor
emission (DA), and acceptor-based acceptor emission (AA). Distributions were obtained after applying a standard burst search (see Materials and
Methods) and subsequent normalization of fluorescence signals in each burst to its respective duration to obtain normalized count rates in kHz.
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presence of oxidizing compounds in the imaging buffer as
described in the literature.33,34

Caged FRET is implemented in this study using μs-ALEX-
based smFRET32 (Figure 4A) with diffusing biomolecules. We
tested the concept with donor−acceptor-labeled double-
stranded DNA (donor fluorophore TMR, acceptor Cy5). In a
reducing buffer with 50 mM TCEP (pH 9), only “green” DD
signals are observed at ∼50 pM dsDNA. As soon as an
additional continuous-wave UV laser (375 nm) illuminates the
sample also the sensitized acceptor signal via FRET can be
observed (Figure 4B/C). Doubly labeled FRET species can
hence be “switched” off by TCEP and activated with UV light
as seen in the corresponding ALEX histograms in Figure 4D.
The data shows a reduction of FRET bursts to less than 20%
(Figure 4D, PBS vs PBS + TCEP). Caged molecules can be
reactivated with an efficiency of 83%, a value that is close to the
original level (Figure 4D, PBS + TCEP + UV). The achievable
photon counts of both donor and acceptor are altered in
systematic fashion when TCEP is added or UV illumination is
applied (Figure 4E).
The analysis of photon count rates reveals that mostly the

number of fluorescent molecules is decreased in all three
channels when TCEP is added (Figure 4E), but both a high
number of fluorescent molecules and the average brightness of
donor and acceptor are restored after UV activation (Figure
4E). As seen in both Figure 4D/E the quality of the FRET
histograms and the statistics are reduced insignificantly in caged
FRET. The same results as presented for a high FRET sample
with 8 bp separation between donor and acceptor fluorophore
(Figure 4D/E) are also observed for intermediate or low FRET
samples with 18 and 33 bp separation (data not shown).
It should be noted that the concrete distributions of photon

count rates and ALEX histograms depend on the (subjective)
choice of burst search parameters and per-bin thresholds
applied, which has to be done in a consistent fashion for a set of
data. Weighing algorithms that consider the statistical
significance of a burst from obtained photon counts or other
burst-related parameters40−44 would be preferential for data
analysis instead of plotting each burst with a unity signal in the

plot. While the data presented here show the working principle
of caged FRET for caging of Cy5 with TCEP, it raises the
question of how the quality of the data, the dye photophysics,
and reactivation properties depend on the settings of the ALEX
(green/red excitation power) and UV laser. An excellent
analysis of caging and photoactivation properties of various
fluorophores in TIRF-based super-resolution microscopy is
given in refs 37, 39, and 45.
To understand the interrelation of setup parameters and

fluorophore properties in caged FRET, we studied a DNA
labeled with caged rhodamine Abberior Cage552. This
nonfluorescent chromophore efficiently photoconverts into a
structural analogue of the fluorophore TMR upon UV
absorption.37−39 As seen in Figure 5A, Cage552 is non-
fluorescent before UV activation, as indicated by the small
amount of coincidence between the red and green signal
(Figure 5A, DA species).
The successful activation of Cage552 is also seen in a

frequency histogram of photon count rates of DD of single-
stranded DNA containing two Cage552 fluorophores (Figure
5B); we note that the bright fraction of molecules before
photoactivation seen in Figure 5A−C could not be determined
accurately because we also found that non-photoinduced
uncaging occurs slowly on a time scale of weeks. We hence
performed the set of experiments presented in Figure 5 within a
short time interval. Thus, the calculated contrast between
nonfluorescent and UV-induced bright molecules for Cage552
(Figure 5C) represents only a lower threshold. It can be
improved by use of fresh Cage552 and, e.g., protein/DNA
labeling only just before the respective experiment. The
experiments reveal, however, that contrast values of >10 can
be achieved with caged FRET using the two approaches with a
caged donor or acceptor fluorophore (Figures 4 and 5). As seen
by a comparison of relative acceptor− to donor−acceptor-
containing molecules [via inspection of S distributions as a
function of UV activation intensity (Figure 5D)], a linear
dependence is observed for increasing levels of UV activation.
Contrast and activation efficiency depend on UV laser power
and on applied green/red excitation intensity and choice of

Figure 5. Caged rhodamine fluorophores in smFRET. Fluorophore Cage552 can be activated by 375 nm excitation and serves as a FRET donor
molecule after photochemical conversion. (A) 2D histogram of dsDNA labeled with ATTO647N and two donor molecules at distances of 17 and 9
bp. Upon 375 kW/cm2 UV radiation, the FRET population at EPr values of 0.5 and 0.9 is enhanced. (B) Corresponding frequency histogram of
photon count rates of the donor species in the absence and presence of 375 kW of UV power/cm2. (C) Number of active donor molecules of the
FRET species for 0 and 500 kW/cm2 UV excitation for 60/15 and 30/15 green/red power ALEX lasers. (D) Absolute ratio of DD, DA, and AA
molecules to the total number of detected bursts as a function of applied UV laser power for a 60/15 green/red power of ALEX lasers.
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burst search parameters (Figure 5C). At UV powers of >0.4
mW (500 kW/cm2), both elevated background signals in the
green detection channel and increased acceptor photophysics
were observed and are not recommended for caged FRET
experiments.
As a next step, we tested caged FRET in DNA constructs

with two acceptor (Figure 6A) or donor fluorophores (Figure
6B). Here, information about FRET processes is typically
convoluted as for BetP and does not permit extraction of the
desired information, i.e., donor−acceptor separation. This is
shown in Figure 6A, where three different labeled DNAs are
compared to each other. Two dsDNA with a TMR−Cy5
donor−acceptor pair show intermediate and high FRET
according to interprobe separations of 17 and 9 bp, respectively
(Figure 6A, panels 1 and 2). As soon as two acceptor dyes are
simultaneously adjacent to the donor fluorophore, only a single
FRET distribution with a high mean value is observed (Figure
6A, panel 3). This distribution does not contain information
about the two molecular distances. Instead, the convoluted
signal does not even allow the proper determination of one of
the two distances. Upon application of reductive caging of the
acceptor fluorophores by TCEP, the convoluted population is
reduced (Figure 6A, panel 4). Subsequent UV activation leads
to a stochastic mixture of uncaged molecules with one donor
and one acceptor, where the latter has two distinct distances to
the donor fluorophore (Figure 6A, panel 5). While the
efficiency of the uncaging process is imbalanced, the
information about the two donor−acceptor distances can be
restored. Such behavior with more efficient activation of high-
FRET species was also described previously.36 Although
different high- and low-FRET samples could be uncaged with
similar efficiency in the presence of only one donor and
acceptor molecule (see Figure 4 for the high-FRET sample;
low- and intermediate-FRET data not shown), the interactions

are apparently more complex for the combined construct where
two acceptor dyes are present.
To optimize the photoactivation process, we performed a

similar experiment with two Cage552 donor fluorophores in
combination with one ATTO647N acceptor fluorophore. As a
reference, we analyzed a DNA-based ladder with 8, 13, and 18
bp separations for TMR-ATTO647N (Figure 6B, panels 1−3)
showing the FRET ruler character. The silent as well as
photoactivated DNA with a Cage552 donor show two different
FRET species that can be distinguished clearly. However, much
better statistics are obtained with additional UV illumination.
As indicated above, the contrast with and without UV can be
optimized further by fresh labeling. The results presented in
Figure 6 suggest that donor-based activation with Cage552 is a
practically more relevant method compared to use of TCEP
caging with Cy5, because the activation efficiency of the
Cage552 donor does not depend on FRET interactions with
the acceptor fluorophore.
Finally, we tested caged FRET on the S516C mutant with

the goal of fully isolating a donor−acceptor species. First, we
used an excess of acceptor dye for labeling to bias the formation
of donor−acceptor and donor−acceptor−acceptor species
(Figure 7A). Under these conditions, we obtain only species
in the low- and intermediate-S regime (<0.65), in agreement
with data shown in Figure 2. Next, we applied caged FRET to
remove the unwanted donor−acceptor−acceptor population at
low S values via simple addition of low concentrations of TCEP
to the buffer. This stochastically reduces the size of the active
acceptor population (Figure 7B) and thereby allows us to
obtain histograms with only one DA species related to a single
(and relevant) distance between both probes.
We found that for this specific BetP mutant, pH 9 and 1.5

mM TCEP resulted in a significant decrease in the amount of
unwanted DAA species (Figure 7C,D). When the number of

Figure 6. Caged FRET allows the determination of two distances. (A) TCEP caging of dsDNA containing TMR donor and two Cy5 acceptors. (B)
DNA with two Cage552 donors and one ATTO647N acceptor. The figure shows that under conditions with more than two labels the FRET
information is ambiguous because of fluorophore interactions that afterward cannot be disentangled. The desired information can be seen in FRET
efficiency histograms in panels 1 and 2 (A) and 1−3 (B). The convoluted FRET histogram is shown in panel 3 (A); caged conditions are shown in
panel 4. The desired information can be restored with caged FRET as seen in panel 5 (A and B).
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molecules in D-only, A-only, and donor−acceptor-containing
fractions (including both DA and DAA) is plotted as a function
of TCEP concentration, it is apparent that caged FRET without
photoactivation allows improvement of the clarity of the
histogram. The latter of course has to be balanced with
measurement time and overall data quality because the available
mean photon counts (Figure 7D) of both the donor and the
acceptor fluorophore are also reduced when TCEP is applied at
increasing concentrations.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We herein establish the use of caged fluorophores for smFRET
studies of diffusing biomolecules. For the “caged FRET”
methodology with photoactivation, we suggest the simple
addition of an UV laser to a confocal microscope for
photoactivation during diffusion. The applied laser wavelength
needs to be chosen according to the absorbance properties of
the caged species that is often found in a range below 400
nm.33,34,37 Using this approach, we could remove ambiguous
interactions of fluorophores that appear in FRET assays of
oligonucleotides and multisubunit proteins with more than two
fluorescent labels. For this, we used caged rhodamines and
reductive caging of cyanines with subsequent photoactivation.
In an even simpler approach, reductive caging can be used to
remove overlabeled protein (more than one donor or acceptor)
without any UV activation as demonstrated in detergent-
solubilized membrane transporter BetP. Caged FRET is also
distinct from other established approaches such as photo-
switchable FRET,35,36 which relies on surface-immobilized
molecules and stochastic activation of, e.g., acceptor dyes.
Stochastic switching would be compatible with caged FRET
only if the photoswitching could be made substantially faster as

is now to allow photoactivation during diffusion through the
confocal volume.46,47

In the future, we envision that caged FRET not only will be
useful for improvement of labeling properties but also might
allow solution-based smFRET at elevated concentrations.48

This would allow studies of two interacting biomolecules with
nanomolar to micromolar affinity.49 For such experiments, the
respective biochemical partners would be labeled with a caged
donor and caged acceptor. To allow smFRET observation,
simultaneous photoactivation of both labels is needed during
diffusion through the confocal volume. A strict requirement for
such an assay is that both donor and acceptor fluorophore be
caged and activated similarly well in the same buffer and for the
same UV intensity. In this respect, a combination of caged
FRET with local activation of dye,50 where a FRET acceptor is
photoactivated (more) efficiently whenever it is close to the
donor fluorophore, could be useful. Out of curiosity, we
explored the practical limits of the general idea. When
incubating a 1 μM solution of Cy5-COOH with 100 mM
NaBH4 for 48 h, we observed <1 burst/s under standard ALEX
conditions (data not shown), indicating that micromolar
concentrations are indeed accessible. While the Cy5
fluorophore was caged effectively, the photoactivation reaction
was extremely inefficient and has to be optimized for practical
future use. The low activation efficiency of Cy5 in the presence
of strong reducing agents is in accordance with published
studies and relates to the need for strong oxidants. Ultimately,
the achievable concentration of caged smFRET will be a
compromise of different factors because effective caging is often
linked to inefficient photoactivation. Thus, a potent donor and
acceptor pair must be identified, where the two requirements,
i.e., efficient caging and photoactivation, are fulfilled.

Figure 7. Caged FRET investigations of BetP(C252T/S516C) with a periplasmic label position. (A) ALEX histogram of labeled BetP using an
excess of acceptor dye to remove donor−donor−acceptor species. (B) BetP ALEX data set with one relevant donor−acceptor population via use of
1.5 mM TCEP-containing buffer. (C) Frequency of the photon count rate of acceptor emission signals as a function of TCEP concentration. (D)
Relative numbers of molecules in the different populations as a function of TCEP concentration. Molecules were assigned by use of stoichiometry
threshold values indicated in panels A and B.
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While the experiments presented here are of proof-of-
principle character, they demonstrate the possibilities of
temporal separation of fluorescent signals for FRET-based
assays. Such a strategy is already widely used in localization-
based super-resolution microscopy (PALM,51 STORM,52 and
PAINT53). We consequently think that the caged FRET
methodology relates to other multiruler techniques in a manner
like stochastic super-resolution techniques (STORM and
PALM) compare to targeted nanoscopy (STED and
RESOLFT54,55). This idea might be useful for distinguishing
multidimensional smFRET-based approaches such as photo-
switchable FRET and caged FRET (temporal signal separation)
from combinations of different rulers, e.g., PIFE-FRET,17,18

PET-FRET,56 or farFRET57 (spatial signal separation).
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